Visitor presents to Security. Does visitor meet criteria (here for D/C patient or Pall Care patient)?

- **NO**
  - Explain and provide MSHS Visitor Policy. Access not granted.
  - Escalate to Security leadership and VP when needed

- **YES**
  - Confirm patient is on Pall Care List or D/C List
    - **NO**
      - Security conducts Symptom check. Does visitor have symptoms?
        - Fever
        - New-onset persistent cough
        - Nasal congestion (not associated with seasonal allergies)
      - Security provides Inpatient Visitor Badge and surgical mask and directs visitor to check-in at nurse’s station on the inpatient unit
    - **YES**
      - Contact Pall Care team if visitor says patient should be on that list
      - Call Admitting if visitor says patient is to be d/c. Admitting will investigate.